
 

“Tour the reels of Macau” network promotion - Terms and Conditions 

The “Tour the reels of Macau” Network Promotion will run between Monday the 20th of 

January 2020 (00:00 CET) and Friday the 31st of January 2020 (23:59 CET). 

Mechanics: The operator will be eligible to receive a share of 3500 free rounds* for their 

players (Free rounds have a value of 2€ each!). Every time the player wagers 77€ (or currency 

equivalent) on or across the games “Wild Dragon, Imperial Colours, Macau 8, Double Luck” 

they receive 1 ticket for the prize draw. The players with the most collected tickets will be the 

winners. 

Your players are eligible for the draw, if the following conditions are fulfilled: 

In order to qualify for the raffle, your players must wager at least 77€ (or currency equivalent) 

on or across the participating games, during the promotional period. Each 77€ in wagering 

equals a ticket. The players with the most collected tickets will win. 

What you have to do to participate: 

Two of the participating games needs to be positioned in prominent lobby space. These games 

need to be visible upon the players arrival on your website on both mobile and desktop 

throughout the promotional period. The others can be positioned lower, still just below the fold. 

A website slider (featuring all games) needs to be included to your website (desktop and 

mobile), Golden Hero can help with the preparation of the website slider. 

The games must have at least one promotional campaign structured around them (Mail, 
sms, website) we encourage you to share all promotional materials with us. 

 
Email campaigns 

Social media campaigns 
Advertisement 

Affiliate promotions 
Website announcements 

… 
 
 

Qualifying Games: 



Wild Dragon 

Imperial Colours 

Macao 8 

Double Luck 

Prize pool: 

1st prize 770 free rounds* 
2nd prize 550 free rounds* 

3rd prize 330 free rounds* 

4. - 10th prize 150 free rounds* 
11. - 26th prize 50 free rounds* 

 

The notification will be executed as follows. Account manager will notify the operators about 

the winners. If the operator confirms that the winning player is eligible for the price the free 

rounds* will be issued either directly via the API, or manually by the operator. 

The free rounds cost (bets) will be covered by Oryx Gaming and deducted on the next monthly 

invoice. 

The winning players will be randomly chosen by Oryx Gaming and can originate from any 

participating operator. The value of the free rounds (value 2 Euro per spin, or currency 

equivalent) can be used on any of the participating games. 

*The free rounds can be converted to real money and issued to the player; in case the 

operator doesn’t support the Oryx Gaming free rounds. 

General terms and conditions: 

Elements of the dedicated promo pack must be used on the gaming site(s), in 

newsletters and other media including social media. The promo pack will be made 

available in the Oryx client area - Golden Hero section. 

• Opt into the promotion by Sunday the 19th of January 2020. 

• The parties agree that the prize promotion shall be governed by adequate 

binding terms and conditions which shall be stipulated by the operator and agreed by 

their players prior to permitting such players to participate in the prize promotion. 

Consequently, it is the responsibility of the operator to receive, respond to and manage, 



all player queries and complaints in relation to the prize promotion and the awarded 

prize. The operator understands that Oryx Gaming’s involvement in such promotions is 

limited solely to ensuring the prize draw is awarded impartially. 

• The operator also has to comply at all times (during the promotion) with all the 

relevant terms and conditions of the software license agreement signed with Oryx 

Gaming/Golden hero. 

• The operator has to display a minimal set of conditions for the players on their 

website. (Mainly the duration of the promotion and instruction on to how and what the 

players can win.) 

• For further information please contact your dedicated Account Manager. 

• Oryx Gaming/Golden Hero reserves the right to amend, suspend or cancel the 

promotion at any time. 

 


